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Abst ract - - In  this paper, the representation f linear subspaces of solutions of index 1 DAEs 
A(x)y' + B(x)y = 0 is given. It is shown that the solutions of adjoint systems are strongly related 
to the subspaces. 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM FORMULATION 
In this paper, we consider the linear homogenous systems of differential-algebraic equations 
A(x)y' + S(x)y  = O, a < x < b (1) 
for vector-valued functions y, y(x) e R n, the matrices A(x), B(x) are real and quadratic. 
Our interest is restricted to systems having tractability index 1 [1]; i.e., we assume that 
(A1) the matrix A(x) is singular but has constant rank on In, b], 
(A2) the matrix pair {A(x), B(x)} is regular and of index 1 for any z e [a, b], 
(A3) there exists a projector (~(x) of R n onto the kernel of A(x) such that Q(x) is differentiable 
on [a, b]. 
Additionally, we assume the n x n quadratic matrices A(x), B(x) to be differentiable on [a, b], 
and we will refer to this property as to (C1). (C 1) involves (A3). 
In R n, any k-dimensional linear subspace (k < n) may be given in the form CTy = 0, where 
¢ is an n x (n - k) full rank matrix. For arbitrary x E [a,b], the values of solution functions of 
the equation (1) themselves form a linear subspace in R n. The main point of our study is the 
investigation and proper representation f linear subspaces within the solution space. 
2. CHARACTERIZAT ION OF 
BASIC MATRICES AND PROJECTORS 
In our investigations, everal matrices connected to equation (1) play a central role. This 
section will be devoted to the properties of these matrices. Some of the results described here 
were fixed earlier; see, e.g., [1,2]. For the unified approach and notation, we give even these 
statements with proofs. Some of the proofs (and the notations) seem to be different from those 
published earlier. Sometimes they may seem trivial; we give them for completeness. 
From now on, we need the following notions and use the notations. If no confusion arises, the 
argument x will be omitted for brevity. 
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The generalized Moore-Penrose inverse of matrix A is denoted by A +. The matrix P = A+A is 
an orthogonal projector; it projects onto the Im A T along Ker A, while the orthogonal projector 
Q = I - P (I is the identity matrix) projects onto KerA along Im A T. Similarly, matrices 
P. = AA + and Q. = I - P. are orthogonal projectors onto Im A along Ker A T and onto Ker A T 
along Im A, respectively. 
Due to (C1), P, Q, P., Q. are differentiable [3]. 
Let G = A+ BQ, G. = A T -BT  Q,, 6 = A÷Q.BQ,  6. = A T -QBT Q,, H = A+(B-AP ' )Q ,  
H. = A T - (B T - ATp~.)Q.. 
PROPOSITION 1. The matrices G, 6, 6., G. are differentiable on [a, b] and H, H. are continuous 
on [a, hi. 
PROOF. By definition, the matrices G, 6, 6., G. are composed of differentiable matrices and, in 
the case of H, H.,  they are formed of continuous ones, respectively, by addition and multiplication. 
PROPOSITION 2. The matrices G, 6, 6., G., H, H.  are nonsingular on [a, b]. 
PROOF. The arguments rely upon Theorem 13 [1, Appendix A]. From this theorem we recall 
here three propositions which will be used below. 
(1) If a matrix pair {A,B} is regular and of index 1 and Q is a projector onto Ker A, then 
matrix ,4 + BQ is regular. 
(2) If a matrix pair {A, B} is regular and of index 1, then so is the matrix pair {A, B + A}/V} 
where 1iV is an arbitrary matrix. 
(3) If x E Ker.4 and Bx c ImA involves x = 0, then A + BQ is regular for any projector Q 
onto Ker,4. 
Let A = A, B = B and Q = Q. Then, G = A + BQ is regular by (1). 
Let A = A, B = B and W = -A+B.  Then B+AW = B-P .B  = Q.B.  Since {A,B} is 
regular and of index 1, so is {A, Q.B} by (2). Now (1) yields that 6 = A + Q.BQ is regular. 
Now, let A = A, B = B and 1/Y = -P ' .  Apply again (2) and (1). The regularity o fH  = 
A + (B - AP ' )Q follows immediately. 
Next, notice that 66 T = 6.-r6.. Since 6 is nonsingular, so is 6.. 
Let us check the assumption of (3) for case of A = A T, B = -B  T and Q = Q.. Let Aix  = 0 
and - -BTx = ATy for some y. Then, -QBTx  = QATy = 0; i.e., GTx = (P +Q)GTx  = 
pGTx  + QGTx = ATx + QBTx  = O. G T is nonsingular, and therefore, x = 0. Thus, the 
assumption is valid and so, G. = A T - BTQ.  is nonsingular by (3). 
The regularity of H.  follows similarly. Choose ,4 = A T, 13 = -B  T + ATp~. and Q = Q.. 
Let ATx = 0 and, for some y, ( -B  T + ATp~.)x = Amy. Then, GTx = pGTx  +QGTx = 
ATx + QAT(p~.x - y) = 0; i.e., x = 0. Again, due to (3), we get that H.  is nonsingular. 
When D is a regular (quadratic) matrix, notation D -T will be used for the transposed inverse 
of D; i.e., D -T d~f (D_I)T = (DT)_I.  
PROPOSITION 3. The pair Ps, Qs defined by Ps -T T -T  T = G. P .G . ,  Qs = G. Q.G.  forms a differ- 
entiable projector pair. The pair P.s,Q,~ defined by P.~ = H-TpH T, Q.~ = H-TQH T is a 
continuous projector pair. 
PROOF. The pairs are well defined by Proposition 2. The required smoothness comes from 
Proposition 1. The identities P~ = Ps, p.2 = P,8, P~ +Q~ = I and P.8 +Q.~ = I hold obviously. 
Notice that P8 = G,T  A and Q~ = -G ,T  Q.B.  
PROPOSITION 4. I f  function y is a solution of (1), then, at any x for the function value y(x) E R n 
the relation y(x) E Im Ps(x) holds or, equivalently, (x) E KerQs(x). 
PROOF. Multiply (1) by G,TQ. .  
0 = G,  TQ. (Ay ' + By) = G-~ T (Q.By) = G,  T (--Q.GT.y) = -Q~y. 
Thus, y = Psy. 
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Let S(x) = ImPs(x). Thus, S(x) is the space of solution values for equation (1) at x. 
PROPOSITION 5. S(x) -- {z E R n : B (x)z  E ImA(x)}. 
PROOF. Let w E S. Then, Qsw = O, i.e., Q.Bw = O, i.e., Bw = P .Bw = A(A+B)w,  i.e., 
Bw E Im A. 
On the other hand, let w E {z E R n : Bz  E ImA}. Then, for some v, Bw = Av, i.e., 
Q.Bw = Q.Av  = O, i.e., Qsw = O, i.e., w = Psw E ImPs = S. 
The next proposition gives several other representations of the projectors Qs, Ps- It shows 
that our notations are compatible with [1,2], i.e., for arbitrary x, matrices Qs(x) ,Ps(x)  are the 
canonical projectors, corresponding to the decomposition R '~ = S(x )@ KerA(x). Due to the 
symmetry in our definition, we may call the definition of/°8, Qs given in Proposition 3 the 
canonical representation of canonical projectors. 
Let Bo = B - AP '  for brevity. 
PROPOSITION 6. 
Qs = -QH- iG  T = QH- i  B = QH-1Bo = -G ,T  Q .B  = -G ,T  Q.Bo 
= _QG-tGT -T T = H.  Q..G. = -H ,  TQ,.B = - -H ,  TQ,B0, 
P~ = G,  T p,  H T = G,T  Gp = G,T  Hp.  
PROOF. The equalities rely on the trivial relations 
A=P.G T =P,H  T=HP=CP and Q.BQ=-GTQ=-HTQ=Q,H=Q.G.  
If 6, g. are involved, we may get a larger set of equivalent representations. 
REMARK 1. The pair PG = G-TpG T, QG = G-TQG T also is a differentiable projector pair. 
Im Pc turns to be the (vector)space of solution values for the equation AT(x)z  ' - BT(x )z  = O. 
For the description of the subspaces in question, the relevant equation is, however, different. 
We will see in the next section, equation 
(A T (x )u) ' -  B T(x)u = 0 (2) 
should be considered for our purposes. 
PROPOSITION 7. I f  function u is a solution of (2), then, at any x for the function value u(x) 6 R '~ 
the relation u(x) E ImP.s(x) holds or, equivalently, u(x) E KerQ.s(x) .  
PROOF. Multiply (2) by H-TQ = H-TQ 2. 
0:  H-TQ {Q [(ATu) 1- BTu]} = H-TQ [(QATu) ! - QtATu -- QBTu] 
= H-TQ [p 'ATu - QBTu] = H-TQ [Pp 'ATu  - Q (B t - P 'A T) u] 
= - -H-TQ (B T - P 'A  T) u = - -H -TQHTu.  
Let S. (x) = Im P.8 (x). Proposition 7yields that S. (x) is the space of solution values u(x) E R '~ 
for equation (2). 
PROPOSITION 8. S.(x)  = {z E R n : (BY(z) -- P ' (x )AT(x) )z  e ImAT(x)}. 
PROOF. Let w e S.. Then, Q.sw = O, i.e., QHTw = 0, i.e., 
(B T - P 'A  T) w=(P  + Q) (B T - P 'A T) w=P (S T - P 'A T) w + QHTw=p (S T -- P 'A T) w 
=(A+A) (B T -- p'AT) w=A TA +T (B T -- p'AT)w E ImA T. 
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On the other hand, let w E {z E R n : (B T - p'AT)z  E ImAT}. Then, for some v, (B T - 
p 'AT)w = ATv; i.e., 
Q.sw=H -T (QH T) w=g -T [Q(B  T -P 'A  T) w] =H -TQ(A  Tv) =g -T (QA T) v=0.  
It is worth noticing that with the notation B0 introduced above, 
S.(x) = {z E Rn : z E KerQBor}, whi leS(x )={yERn:yEKerQ.B0}.  
The next representation f projector Q.s immediately ields the decomposition R n = S. (x) 
Ker A T (x), for any x. 
PROPOSITION 9. Q.s : -Q .G ,  i HT. 
PROOF. Rewrite the identity HTQ. = -QG.  in the form of Q.G, i  = _H-TQ.  Thus, Im Q.s = 
Ker A T. 
REMARK 2. Equation (2) will be called the adjoint equation to (1). An argument for the use of 
this notion is the close connection to the ideas discussed in [3]. The next section gives another 
explanation for keeping this name. In [4], for reasons of application of (1) in the theory of 
descriptor systems, equation (2) is called dual to (1). Both the assumptions on the matrices 
in (1) (in (2), respectively) and the aim of studying (2) are different from ours in [4]. 
REMARK 3. Under our assumptions, both Ps and Qs are differentiable. The role of (C i) is 
transparent: when A, B are only continuous, the proper function space for the solutions of (1) is 
C~ = {y: y E C[a, b], Py E el la,  b]}; see [1]. With (C1), one has y(x) E Ci[a, b], since y : PsY = 
(PsP)Y = Ps(PY). When (C i) holds, then, (ATu) ' = (ATp.u) ' = AT'(p.u) + AT(p.u)  '. Thus, 
with (Ci), the proper function space for equation (2) is CAT = {u:u  E C[a, b], P.u E Cl[a, b]}. 
3. A CRITERION FOR L INEAR SUBSPACES 
In R n let scalar product (v, w) be introduced by formula (v, w) = vTw. Let rankA(x) = r. For 
any x E [a, b], let Mk(x) denote a k-dimensional linear subspace in S(x). Let the linear subspace 
spanned by the vectors of Mk(x) and those of Im T Qs (x) be denoted by L(x). Let us denote the 
orthogonal complementer of L(x) (up to R ~) by LC(x). 
PROPOSITION 10. dim LC(x) = r - k. 
PROOF. The subspaces Mk(x) and ImQT(x) are orthogonal, since Mk(x) C ImPs(x) and 
T T Ps Qs = 0. The orthogonal subspaces are linearly independent and so, L(x) = Mk(x) 
Im Q~ (x). One has rank QT = rank Q. = n - rank A T = n - r. Finally, 
dimLC(x) = dimR n - dimL(x) = n - (dimMk(x) + dim ImQ: (x ) )  = n - (k + n - r). 
PROPOSITION 11. For an arbitrary but fixed x and a vector v E R n, let the inclusion v E LC(x) 
hold. Then, Q(x)v = O. 
PROOF. LC(x) M ImQr(x )  = 0; therefore, LC(x) C_ ImP[ (x ) .  It means that v = Psr(x)w for 
some w E Rn; i.e., QsvT = QsTpsTw = O. Now, use the representation QT = _G.G-TQ.  The 
statement follows immediately. 
def When integer k is fixed and r > k, we will use a -- r - k, for brevity. Now, we are ready to 
formulate the main result. 
Let A4 be a linear subset of vector-valued functions y E C~. For any x E [a, b], let M(x)  = 
{v e R n : v = y(x), y E A4}; i.e., M(x) C_ R n consists of function values at x. 
THEOREM, .h~ is a k-dimensional linear subspace of solutions of equation (1) if[ there exists an 
n x R-dimensional matrix-valued function 7 defined on [a, b] such that 
(P1) rankT(x) - ~, 
(P2) for any x E [a, b], M(x) = {w E Rn : 7T (x)A(x)w = O, Qs(x)w = 0}, 
(P3) 7 satisfies equation (2). 
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REMARK 4. (P2) means that, for any fixed x, M(x) exhausts the solution set of the system 
3`T ix)A(x)w = O, Qsix)w = O. 
PROOF. Let M be a k-dimensional linear subspace of the solutions of equation (1). Then, 
for any x, M ix  ) is a k-dimensional linear subspace in R n and Mix  ) C Six ). Fix an arbi- 
trary xo E [a,b] and let LC(x0) be the orthogonal complementer of M(xo)~ ImQT(x0) (up 
0 i = 1, . ,~suchthat  to Rn). By Proposition 10, there exist linearly independent vectors v~, .. 
span iv° , . . .  ,v °) = LCix0). Then, vectors V ° = H-T(xo)v °, i = 1 , . . . ,  n also are independent. 
Q.sixo)3` ° = H-Tixo)Q(xo)v °. Thus, by Proposition 11, Q.six0)7 ° = 0. 
Consider now the auxiliary differential equation 
ATu ' - - (BT- -AT ' )u=O.  (3) 
= .4 P'Q,  and, therefore, AT 'Q.  = AT 'Q .  2 .4 Q. )  - ATQ;  Q.  = -r , 
A T - (B T - AT ' )Q.  = A T - (B T - A TP~,)Q, = H.. 
H.  was checked in Proposition 2 and turned to be nonsingular. Thus, equation (3) is a DAE of 
index 1 and it obviously rewrites in form (2). Let us take 3`0, i = 1 , . . . ,  n as initial values at x = x0 
for (2) (or i3)). These initial values are consistent (3` ° E S.(x0)) and the initial value problems are 
uniquely solvable; see [1]. Let us denote the solutions of these initial value problems by 71, . . . ,  3'~. 
Vectors 71(x) , . . . ,  3`~(x) remain linearly independent for any x E [a, b]. iThis statement may be 
obtained, e.g., as a consequence of Corollary 7, [1, Appendix B] applied to equation (3) if it 
is combined with the similar statement for ODEs.) Form the n x n-dimensional matrix-valued 
function 3  `in such a way that the values of 3' are matrices with columns 7~(x), i = 1 , . . . ,  n. 
Then, we get (P1). 
Now, let y E A/I. Due to Remark 3, y E Cl[a,b] and therefore, 
(3`TAy)' = (3,TA)'y + 3`T Ay' = 3`T By -- 3"T By = O. 
Thus, if the notation 3'0, v0 is used for the matrices formed of vectors 0 0 3'~, v~, taken as columns, 
then the previous relation gives 
3"T (x)A(x)y(x) =-- 3"T A(xo)y(xo) = vT g- l (xo)A(xo)yixo) = vT p(xo)y(xo) = VTo y(XO) = O, 
since P = H-1A trivially holds, vo = P(xo)vo is valid by Proposition 11, and v ° E LC(xo) is 
orthogonal to yixo) E Lixo ). For the first part of the theorem, it remained to prove that the rank 
of the matrix (AT(x)3"(x) I QT(x)) is exactly n - k (not less); i.e., M(x) exhausts the solution 
set of the linear system. We have Q(x)HT(x)3"(x) = O, i.e., HT(x)3"(x) = P(x)HT(x)3"(x) = 
AT(x)3"(x); i.e., rankAT(x)3`(x) = n. On the other hand, AT(x)3`~(z) E ImpT(x) ,  i.e., it is 
independent of the columns of QT, while rank QT (x) = n - r. 
For the second part of the theorem, assume that for a given set AA, 3  `with properties (P1),(P2), 
(P3) exists. It was stated earlier that the rank of the matrix of the linear algebraic system in (P2) 
equals n - k for any x, thus, for each x, M(x) fills in the linear subspace of the solutions of the 
linear algebraic system. Let us fix an x0 and choose a basis y0, . . . ,  y0 in the linear subspace of 
the solutions of the system 
3`T (xo)A(xo)v = O, Q,(xo)v = O. 
Consider the solutions yl (x) , . . . ,  yk(x) of initial value problems 
A(x)y' + B(x)y = O, yi(xo) = yO, i = 1, . . . ,k .  
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They are differentiable and therefore (?TAy~)' = (7T A)'yi + .7-r Ay~ = 7T By~ -- vT By~ = O. 
It involves vT(x)A(x)y~(z)  =-- ~/T(xo)A(xo)y° = 0 and y~(x) c S(x); i.e., Qs(x)y(x)  - O. Any 
linear combination of functions Yi, i = 1, . . . ,  k solves the system (1). The linear set spanned 
by vectors y l (x) , . . . ,  yk(x) remains k-dimensional for any x, and thus, it exhausts the solution 
set of the system in (P2) for any x. It means that M(x)  = span(yl(x) , . . . ,yk(x)) ;  i.e., AA -- 
span (Yl, . . . ,  Yk)- This completes the proof. 
REMARK 5. This theorem gives a criterion for linear relations aiming at representing linear 
subspaces within the solution space of (1). We stated that in the investigations of linear sub- 
spaces, no loss of generality appears if considerations are restricted to linear relations of the form 
"77-(x)A(x)y(x) - O. In [5], the relations of this form were considered for boundary value prob- 
lems. A wide variety of problems may be handled by making use of this result. We will discuss 
them in the forthcoming papers. 
REMARK 6. When A(x)  is nonsingular, then system (1) is a regular implicit ordinary differential 
equation, and the theorem reduces to the classical result on the adjoint equations. Typically, it 
is formulated for the case of A(x)  - I. 
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